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A BSTRACT
Filmmakers of panoramic videos frequently struggle to guide attention to Regions of Interest (ROIs) due to consumers’ freedom to
explore. Some researchers hypothesize that peripheral cues attract
reflexive/involuntary attention whereas cues within central vision
engage and direct voluntary attention. This mixed-methods study
evaluated the effectiveness of using central arrows and peripheral
flickers to guide and focus attention in panoramic videos. Twentyfive adults wore a head-mounted display with an eye tracker and
were guided to 14 ROIs in two panoramic videos. No significant
differences emerged in regard to the number of followed cues, the
time taken to reach and observe ROIs, ROI-related memory and user
engagement. However, participants’ gaze travelled a significantly
greater distance toward ROIs within the first 500 ms after flickeronsets compared to arrow-onsets. Nevertheless, most users preferred
the arrow and perceived it as significantly more rewarding than the
flicker. The findings imply that traditional attention paradigms are
not entirely applicable to panoramic videos, as peripheral cues appear to engage both involuntary and voluntary attention. Theoretical
and practical implications as well as limitations are discussed.
Keywords: Cinematic Virtual Reality, 360° video, head-mounted
display, guiding attention, memory, eye-tracking.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—HCI theory, concepts and models; Human-centered computing—Virtual Reality; Human-centered computing—Empirical studies in HCI
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I NTRODUCTION

Panoramic videos, also known as Cinematic Virtual Reality (CVR),
allow consumers to experience virtual environments via an omnidirectional view by using desktop or mobile applications [15]. Driven
by the emergence of affordable head-mounted displays (HMDs),
the popularity and consumption of CVR has greatly increased in
recent years [44, 45] and has encouraged its introduction into entertainment [71], education [29] and vocational training [32, 60]. Two
key attractions of HMDs are their large Field of View (FOV), which
immerses users in virtual environments [18], and their capability to
equip users with the freedom to look anywhere by altering their view
of the scene using head movements [8, 15]. The majority of CVR
experiences, which are this paper’s primary focus, are monoscopic,
have fixed-viewpoints, and are consumed passively [45].
In contrast to traditional film media, filmmakers of CVR cannot
predict where users will focus their attention and frequently struggle
to convey content effectively [7]. Equally, some CVR-users are concerned about missing plot elements due to a lack of guidance [45,67].
In response to this, researchers have suggested that visual cues can
be an effective way to guide users to Regions of Interest (ROIs) [66].
Popular techniques include stimulus-based luminance modulations
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(i.e. flickers) in the user’s periphery [65], arrows or saliency adjustments to ROIs (i.e. modulations of contrast, saturation and/or color
of a particular video region to make it more/less conspicuous) [68].
Few studies have investigated whether these cues encourage users to
focus on ROIs and to encode related information into memory [65].
Indeed, attention models and taxonomies, which are largely based
on research with desktop computers, suggest that only directional
cues within users’ central vision enhance attention for sustained
amounts of time [31, 35, 66].
As the generalizability of the above assumption to CVR has
not yet been investigated, this study explored the effectiveness of
a central arrow and a peripheral flicker cue in guiding as well as
focusing participants’ attention in two multi-ROI panoramic videos.
This paper has four contributions. First, it provides guidelines for
designing arrows and flickers for CVR. Second, it proposes a novel
combination of research methods to investigate user experiences with
attention-guiding techniques in CVR. Third, it provides insights into
consumers’ experience and engagement with arrows and flickers
as well as their memory of cued ROIs. Finally, it outlines design
implications to aid filmmakers of panoramic videos in guiding users.
2 R ELATED W ORK
2.1 The Different Types of Panoramic Video
Panoramic videos are created with omnidirectional or multiple traditional cameras and are commonly stitched into equirectangular
projections, which wrap around a video sphere with the user at the
center [15]. The videos feature content from multiple genres, ranging from action and comedy to horror and news [45]. Although
they resemble traditional film media, the composition of a narrative in CVR is different and requires careful consideration of ROIs’
time and place in order to form a coherent storyline. Lin and colleagues [43] suggest that there are five different types of storytelling
in CVR based on ROI number, location and dynamism in the scene.
Guiding and focusing attention is particularly challenging if ROIs
are outside of the user’s FOV and if videos include “teleportation”
as well as multiple dynamic ROIs.
2.2 Subtle versus Overt Cues
Filmmakers of multi-ROI panoramic videos wish for consumers
to attend to ROIs in a desired sequence and to look at a particular
location at a particular time. Conventional methods, such as closeups, camera angles and zoom, are inappropriate for CVR due to its
wide projection and immersive qualities [7]. Therefore, two methods
have been proposed: subtle and overt cues [26].
Subtle cues are designed to be as covert or implicit as possible
to avoid adverse effects on the viewing experience. For example,
they can take the form of faint peripheral flickers and colour changes
[26]. Other examples are character movements, spotlights [39],
spatial audio [18] as well as gestures and gaze [7, 39], which are
incorporated into storylines upon shooting. Although subtle cues
have encouraged participants in previous research to look toward
certain regions in 360-degree spaces more often than conditions
with no cues [7], researchers cannot guarantee that users will follow
them or know that they are expected to do so [26]. In contrast,

overt cues are typically added to panoramic videos post-production.
While decreasing users’ level of immersion, they appear effective
in guiding and focusing users’ gaze on ROIs [18]. Indeed, Rothe
and colleagues [65] demonstrated that a noticeable peripheral flicker
resulted in significantly more gaze shifts toward three static ROIs
in a panoramic video compared to a faint flicker. Further examples
of overt cues are blurring or fading of less important regions [16,
30], saliency adjustments [68], arrows [43, 62], picture-previews,
centrally/peripherally located halos and triangles leading to out-ofview ROIs [27] as well as automatic rotations [42,43] and distracting
objects (e.g. fireflies) [9].
2.3

Reacting to Central versus Peripheral Cues

Researchers have suggested that visual overt cues, which are this
paper’s focus, differ in effectiveness for guiding attention based on
their position within the user’s FOV [66]. Posner [59] famously described attention as a spotlight, as it is narrow and directed at fixated
objects in the center of gaze. Similarly, visual processing is constrained by the eye’s fovea, which is responsible for approximately
the central 5-degrees of vision [49] and for perceiving high visual
acuity, shapes and colors [23]. These attentional and anatomical
constraints engender eye movement strategies required to sample information beyond the currently fixated location of visual space. For
example, as the eye’s periphery is highly sensitive to light, flickering
can attract the “spotlight of attention” toward a ROI [20].
Therefore, cues within central versus peripheral vision typically
have different features. Central cues (e.g. arrows) are typically
symbolic and direct users toward ROIs [31, 66]. They explicitly
suggest that something outside of the user’s focus could be important, attributing significance to an ROI. However, the meaning (e.g.
directionality) of central cues needs to be interpreted before users
can follow them. Thus, theories of attention suggest that central
cues engage voluntary/endogenous attention and can be ignored if
their presence is undesired or does not match the individual’s intentions [37, 51]. In contrast, peripheral cues (e.g. flickers) attract
attention to ROIs [31, 37] and involve involuntary/exogenous attention. They are harder to ignore and faster to respond to than central
cues, as their information is not processed consciously [56, 59, 63].
Psychology experiments have supported the above theories using desktop computers and the Posner cueing task, which assesses
participants on their attentional shifts to targets at cued and uncued
locations. Studies have shown that participants typically react faster
to targets at cued compared to uncued locations, which is termed the
“facilitation effect” [57]. In previous research, this effect emerged
as soon as targets appeared 50-100 ms after a peripheral flash even
if it was non-predictive of the target location [40, 57, 59]. However,
for central arrows, it developed only if the target appeared 300 ms
or more post-cue [40, 57, 59]. Participants also processed sensory
information of a peripheral flash within 150 ms after cue-onset when
guided to letter stimuli in their periphery, whereas they experienced
a 100 ms processing-delay when presented with central arrows [17].
The findings demonstrate a reflexive response to peripheral cues and
conscious/voluntary attention to central cues.
Despite appearing slower than peripheral cues in guiding users to
ROIs, central cues have encouraged participants to attend to ROIs
for more sustained periods of time in desktop-based research [55].
In one study, involuntary attention only lasted for 300 ms after
a peripheral cue-onset whereas voluntary attention lasted for at
least 1200 ms [52]. Voluntary attention also increased individuals’
vigilance [34]. In contrast, participants experienced an inhibition
of attention to peripherally cued ROIs due to lacking the intention
to focus on them [1, 35]. Therefore, peripheral cues may be less
effective in encouraging users to sustain attention on ROIs.
Little research has assessed if the above traditional attention
paradigms generalize to CVR, which can feature out-of-view ROIs
that could complicate attention guidance. Grogorick and colleagues

[25] compared several subtle peripheral cues, such as flicker, red
dot, and zoom as well as blur techniques, in panoramic images
within an immersive dome projection. Approximately 20-40% of
participants responded with saccades (i.e. fast eye movements)
toward ROIs within the first second after cue-onset for all methods
and the luminance modulation was most effective. The researchers,
thus, concluded that peripheral cues elicited reflexive responses.
Participants’ relatively low response rate was attributed to the subtle
nature of the cues. Furthermore, Renner and Pfeiffer [62] asked
participants to assemble a birdhouse in a 6DoF (i.e. six degrees
of freedom) virtual reality experience. Participants were directed
toward necessary pieces via several central cueing methods (e.g. an
arrow, an image of a tunnel of gates, or an image of waves moving
toward the ROI). Although the birdhouse was assembled fastest
when the arrow was present, participants had to interpret the arrow’s
direction before following it, thus, using voluntary attention.
2.4

Memory Effects

Memory is often considered a higher-level cognition than attention because it occurs in the later stages of information processing [20,31]. Nevertheless, both mechanisms are interrelated. Indeed,
peripheral and central cues generally speed information processing
at ROIs and slow processing at uncued regions [11, 22]. However,
central cues appear to encourage users to process ROI-related information more actively and deeply into explicit memory than peripheral cues [40]. Explicit memory is a type of long-term memory and
stores information for conscious recall and recognition of factual
information [20]. For example, Hauer and MacLeod [31] showed
that participants recognized more words on a desktop screen when
they were previously directed to them by a row of central arrows
compared to when they were attracted to them by a peripheral and
flashing row of stars during a Posner cueing task. Similarly, studies
that measured participants’ brain responses via event-related potentials have shown that only voluntary attention resulted in brain
activity representative of later and active stages of information processing into memory [35,46,47]. It has been suggested that voluntary
attention improves memory of ROIs as it involves an active (topdown) effort in manipulating and storing information in cortical
brain areas [14, 21, 70]. In contrast, involuntary attention provides a
less robust form of memory encoding, as it involves stimulus driven
(bottom-up) processing of information in parietal and temporal cortices and the brainstem [58], which appear to be less evolved [55]
and more active during unsuccessful memory retrieval [70].
No CVR research has yet compared differences between central and peripheral cues in regard to memory. However, Rothe and
colleagues [65] assessed participants’ explicit memory after being
guided to multiple static ROIs in a panoramic video with a subtle and overt peripheral flicker. If ROIs were outside of the FOV,
flickers occurred at one of the four edges of the HMD’s display.
Participants could only recall 37% of information in the overt and
below 18% of information in the subtle condition. Their study shows
that peripheral cues encouraged few explicit memories, supporting
previous research and assumptions. Our study extends their work by
comparing memory of ROIs between peripheral and central cues.
2.5

Engagement with Cues in CVR

Engagement is characterized by users’ perceived quality of their experience with an application [54]. It plays a crucial role for attention
and memory, as it encourages “cognitive, temporal, affective and
behavioral investment” in an activity, and it consists of six factors:
focused attention; perceived usability; aesthetic appeal; endurability;
novelty; felt involvement [54]. However, no study has yet investigated engagement with peripheral and central cues in CVR. Arrows
may be perceived as more engaging than flickers, as they involve
voluntary responses and may elicit curiosity due to their symbolic
nature while focusing attention and encouraging vigilance [34, 55].

2.6

Limitations of Previous Research

The above assumptions have primarily been explored in nonimmersive and controlled experimental environments, using desktop
computers. Although a lot of research with virtual and augmented
reality has been conducted to evaluate various attention-guiding
techniques (see section 2.2 and [66] for a detailed overview), none
of the reviewed studies has investigated if traditional theories on
attention and memory are applicable to CVR, particularly in regard
to guiding attention to out-of-view ROIs. Many of the studies were
also limited in their ecological validity, featuring artificial tasks
(e.g. [27, 62]). Moreover, existing CVR-research has primarily been
conducted either with immersive panoramic images [25] or videos
with static ROIs and no scene-changes [65], which make it relatively
easy to guide attention [43]. Therefore, it is unclear how effective
the cues are in more demanding/disorienting environments. By addressing these limitations, the present study explored the question
“To what extent do a central arrow and peripheral flicker differ in
their effectiveness for guiding and focusing attention in CVR?”.
2.7

Hypotheses

The paper’s hypotheses are: H1) participants will reach ROIs more
slowly with the arrow than the flicker, as the arrow engages attention
voluntarily whereas flicker responses are reflexive; H2) fewer targets
will be reached when following the arrow compared to the flicker,
as undesired arrows can be ignored due to involving voluntary attention whereas responses to flickers are reflexive; H3) the arrow will
encourage longer fixations on cued ROIs than the flicker; H4) the
arrow will encourage better memory of ROIs than the flicker; and
H5) the arrow will be perceived as more engaging than the flicker.
3

M ETHOD

3.1

Participants

This study adopted a within-subjects experimental design to ensure
that emerging differences between cues were not confounded by
individual differences (e.g. familiarity with virtual environments, exploration behaviors or motor skills). Convenience sampling was used
to recruit 25 participants (10 = male, 15 = female) between the ages
19 to 32 (M = 24.40, SD = 3.42) via an advertisement in University
College London’s online student newsletter, myUCL. Individuals
were allowed to participate if they had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and were able to see, hear and walk unaided for the study’s
duration. They were not allowed to participate if they suffered from
photosensitive epilepsy or regular/strong migraines. Participants
with glasses were asked to wear contact lenses to ensure that the
HMD could calibrate their gaze. All individuals were compensated
in cash for their travel expenses. As demonstrated in supplemental
Fig. S1 and Fig. S2, participants’ familiarity and interest in VR
as well as the presented video content was approximately normally
distributed. Unfortunately, the eye-tracking and memory data from
one male participant could not be analyzed, as the HMD collected
incomplete gaze data due to a system error.
An initial pilot study was conducted with nine different participants to assess the appropriateness and clarity of the experimental
materials, measures and procedure.
3.2
3.2.1

Materials
Apparatus

The FOVE-DK-0 HMD was used due to its infrared eye-tracking
sensors, which have a frame rate of 120fps. The device uses an
OLED display with a diagonal FOV of 100-degrees and has a resolution of 2560x1440 and a 70Hz refresh rate [19]. We did not correct
for inertial measurement unit (IMU) drift as the “forward” direction reset at the start of each video and the accumulated drift was
negligible. A pair of BOSE headphones played the videos’ sound
to participants on a medium volume. The cables of the HMD and

Figure 1: Experimental setup.

headphones were extended from the ceiling to ensure that participants could freely rotate in their revolving chair (see Fig. 1). Using
Unity 5.6.1f1 (64 bit), software was created that allowed the cues to
appear in real-time in the videos based on the user’s gaze direction
and HMD position. The software ran on a Windows 10 Pro desktop
computer (64 bit) with an Intel i7-6700 CPU, which ran at 3.40 GHz
with 32 GB of RAM. The video card was a NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080.
3.2.2

Video Stimuli

Three panoramic videos from YouTube with 4K resolution were
selected. The first video of a Celtic village [64] served as a twominute introduction. It featured concurrent multiple ROIs, which
remained static and, thus, allowed participants to get acquainted with
the medium and cues without distraction. The videos “School of
Rock” (5 min 10 s) [53] and “Pokémon” (4 min 16 s) [61] were used
as the main experimental stimuli and were presented in a fixed order.
They were adapted from Lin and colleagues’ study [43], as they were
validated in a similar research context and as they are representative
of common multi-ROI panoramic experiences. “Pokémon” (henceforth referred to as exploration video) is an example of exploratory
panoramic videos, as it features various static ROIs and includes
seven scene-changes. ”School of Rock” (henceforth referred to as
story video) is representative of CVR experiences aimed at entertaining users via a central storyline with dynamic and static ROIs. The
two experimental videos were chosen to increase the generalizability
of collected eye-tracking data. They were not used for comparison,
as order/learning effects may have confounded differences between
them due to the fixed video order.
3.2.3

Regions of Interest (ROIs)

The practice video contained five ROIs. The exploration video
and story video each contained seven ROIs to which participants
were guided for eleven seconds each. ROIs were selected based
on six principles: each ROI performs an at least 8-second action;
each cue appears 3 seconds before the ROI’s action; attention is
directed to each ROI only once; the ROI does not move during
the cue; no other video features guide attention to ROIs; directly
consecutive ROIs appear on opposite sides of the video sphere.
These principles were partly derived from the pilot study. All ROIs
would have appeared outside of the user’s FOV if he/she followed
the cues without additional exploration. However, as users were
free to observe the scene, some ROIs may have appeared within
their FOV. While the cues in the practice video guided participants
to ROIs consecutively, the ROIs in the exploration video and story
video were distributed at varying intervals to prevent conditioned
responses. Each ROI’s rectangular size and position in pixels were
defined for every 100 milliseconds of its eleven second-long duration
to ensure that the cues guided users’ attention to the correct location.

3.2.4 Cue Stimuli
Participants were presented with two cues (i.e. flicker/arrow) to
guide their attention to ROIs. Both cues were made with Photoshop
Elements 11. The study adapted a flicker, which is frequently used
in the field (see Fig. 2). It was originally developed by Bailey and
colleagues’ [2] for guiding attention in images and further extended
to virtual environments [26, 65]. Two black and white filled circles
alternated at a frequency of 10Hz with a color intensity of [0,1]. The
flicker’s circular area covered 3.7% of the user’s FOV in the HMD.
Therefore, it was larger compared to previous research to make
it clearly noticeable in the user’s periphery. This was important,
as previous research [26, 65] indicated that subtle peripheral cues
are often overlooked, which would have placed our central cue at
an advantage, causing bias. The outer 60% of the flicker were
gradually smoothed, using up to 50% opacity. The flicker appeared
three seconds before the ROI performed its eight-second action. It
appeared at the ROI’s center if the region was within the user’s FOV.
If the ROI was outside of the user’s FOV, the flicker appeared 18%
away from the HMD’s edge that was closest to the ROI until the
user rotated their head enough that the ROI fell within the FOV of
the display. The flicker’s dimensions and location were based on
findings from the pilot study. The flicker disappeared if the user’s
gaze was within 18-degrees visual angle of the respective ROI’s
center. This measure of visual angle was chosen, as it signifies
the edge of the eye’s macula, which acts as the bridge between
peripheral and central vision [36, 50].
The arrow’s diameter and colors were similar to the flicker to
make both cues as comparable as possible and to control for confounding effects. Although foveal vision is characterized by color
perception whereas peripheral vision is predominantly black and
white, a difference in cue color could have influenced users’ engagement, attention to the video and willingness to observe ROIs.
Due to the arrow’s central position, it was considered sufficiently
noticeable, which was supported by findings from our pilot study.
The following approximate indications of the arrow’s dimensions
are based on scenarios where it pointed either to the left or right. Its
horizontal diameter covered 10.4% of the x-axis of the user’s FOV
in the HMD. Its height covered 8% of the y-axis. The thickness of
the arrow’s line was 1.7% on the y-axis of the user’s FOV. 33% of
the arrow’s surface area was white whereas 67% of its area consisted
of a black boarder. The respective color intensities were [0,1]. The
outer 40% of the arrow’s black boarder were gradually smoothened,
using up to 50% opacity. Based on the eye tracking in the FOVE
HMD, the arrow appeared at the midpoint between both eyes of the
user to ensure robustness against potential eye tracking issues (e.g.
both eyes may not converge due to slight inaccuracies of the eye
tracker). The arrow disappeared when the user’s gaze reached the
respective ROI’s center. Until then, it gradually followed his/her
gaze via an interpolation between the current eye and arrow position
based on the below equation. The speed of the interpolation was
specified via trial and error to encourage a movement of the arrow
that was relatively fast yet smooth:
Arrow velocity(

deg
) = 2 · (Angle between eyes and arrow) (1)
s

The arrow stopped moving when it was within 2-degrees of the
eye’s midpoint (i.e. when entering foveal vision). It started following
the user’s gaze again when it was 8-degrees away from the central
gaze point, as the paracentral visual field, after which visual acuity
drastically declines, ends at approximately that point [13]. Both
thresholds smoothed the arrow’s movement against ballistic saccades
and ensured that it stayed within the central visual field.
Based on findings from the pilot study, both cues lead the user
back to each ROI once when his/her gaze moved more than 18degrees visual angle away from the ROI’s center. The re-direction
ensured that users could clearly identify ROIs even if they missed

Figure 2: The flicker at two time points in the exploration video.

Figure 3: Arrow direction based on FOV and the ROI’s (encircled in
red) hemisphere.

them the first time after following the arrow or flicker. If an ROI
appeared behind the user, the shortest path to it may have been
over the top/bottom of the video sphere. However, to avoid leading
participants over an unnatural path that may create discomfort, both
cues first guided users to the correct hemisphere of the video’s
equirectangular projection before directing them along the shortest
path to the ROI (see Fig. 3). The supplementary video to this paper
displays both cues in action.
3.3 Measures and Scoring
This section outlines the study’s dependent variables. The independent variable was the cue type: arrow versus flicker. All questionnaires were made with Qualtrics XM (see supplemental materials
for the full question set and interview schedule).
3.3.1 Eye Tracking
The FOVE HMD recorded each participant’s gaze position (i.e. x and
y-coordinates) for every 100 milliseconds in the panoramic videos.
If the participant gazed at the ROI with at least one eye, he/she
was considered to have looked at it. The visual angle between the
midpoint of the participant’s left and right eye gaze at the time of a
cue’s onset and the respective ROI’s center point was also calculated.
Consequently, the average time per visual angle (s/deg) that each
participant needed to reach ROIs after arrow and flicker onsets was
calculated across the two experimental videos. The metric was
adapted from Ben-Joseph and Greenstein [3], as it accommodates
the impact of distance between user and ROI on the time needed
to reach the latter. Furthermore, the average amount of time that
participants looked at ROIs when guided by the arrow compared
to the flicker was calculated. If a participant did not follow a cue
or already looked at the ROI when it was supposed to appear, the
respective data was excluded from analysis to avoid confounds.
3.3.2 Number of Followed Cues
To determine the cues’ effectiveness in leading users to ROIs, the
number of followed arrows and flickers was counted per participant across both videos. A cue was considered as “followed”, if
the participant’s gaze was within the respective ROI at least once
throughout the cue’s duration.

3.3.3

Memory

Participants were presented with a recognition questionnaire, which
assessed their memory of ROIs in the exploration video. It was
refined based on results from the pilot study and contained three
questions per ROI: “what did this Pokémon do?” (character-specific
question); “who did x?” (behavior-specific question); “where was
this Pokémon?” (context-specific question). Each question contained
seven text and/or image answer options from which the correct answer(s) had to be selected. Using Adobe Photoshop CC (15.0), images of each Pokémon were cut from screenshots of the video, which
were taken with the GoPro VR Player 3.0. Images of the Pokémon’s
original scene for context-specific questions were taken with the
GoPro VR Player 3.0. Character-specific questions featured between one and three correct answers and behavior-specific questions
contained between one and five correct answers. Context-specific
questions only had one correct answer each. The questionnaire
ended by assessing participants’ knowledge of the name, appearance
and qualities of each Pokémon before the study.
Each participant’s response to character-specific and behaviorspecific questions was given an accuracy score. Participants received
one point for selecting the correct answer option and one point for
each incorrect answer option, which they did not select. Therefore,
the total possible score per question was 7. As only one answer could
be selected for context-specific questions, participants received a
score of one if they answered it correctly and received a score
of zero if they answered incorrectly. Two mean accuracy scores
per participant were then calculated for each question category,
representing the participant’s overall recognition ability when guided
by the arrow and flicker respectively.
3.3.4

User Engagement

Participants’ engagement with each cue was measured with the
widely applied User Engagement Survey Short Form (UES-SF),
which comprises four sub-scales: attentional focus (AF), perceived
usability (PU), aesthetic appeal (AE), and reward value (RW). It
was adopted due to its sub-scales’ high reliability estimate, its short
length and preserved content validity when questions are changed
[54]. Three items from the long-form were added, based on pilot
study insights: PU.3 (“I felt annoyed while using the cue”), PU7 (“I
felt in control while using the cue”), and RW.5 (“I would recommend
using the cue for similar VR videos to my family and friends”).
The two questionnaires (one per cue type) were scored as per
[54]: an average was calculated for each subscale by summing each
participant’s scores for relevant questions and dividing the sum by
the number of items. Items PU-S.1, PU-S.2, PU.3, and PU-S.3 were
reverse scored due to negative wording and overall engagement was
calculated by averaging the sub-scales’ scores.
3.3.5

Semi-Structured Interview

A ten to fifteen-minute semi-structured interview was conducted
with each participant to collect deeper insights into their experiences
with both cues. The schedule was structured into four parts, which
inquired about: the participant’s feelings about the cues, the cues’
impact on attention and memory, the participant’s cue preference,
and observations during the main experimental procedure (e.g. “I
noticed that you frequently did not follow the cue. Was there a reason
for this?”). All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed.
3.4

Experimental Procedure

The study took place in a Virtual Reality laboratory at University
College London (UCL). Participants signed a consent form after
reading an information sheet and were assured that they could withdraw at any time without mentioning a reason. They participated
individually and sat next to the experimenter at a desk with a desktop computer and keyboard. Bottles of water were prepared in case
participants experienced discomfort.

Participants completed an online questionnaire about their experience, interest, and familiarity with VR, Pokémon, and the
film/musical School of Rock. They were then introduced to the
FOVE HMD and were informed of the occasional presence of an
arrow, which would be attached to their gaze, and a stimulus-based
flicker in their periphery. Individuals were told that both cues might
lead them toward information, which may or may not interest them.
No task was assigned and participants could explore the videos of
their own accord to ensure ecological validity. Their gaze was then
calibrated and they were handed a pair of headphones. Thereafter,
the three panoramic videos were played in a fixed order, starting with
the practice video, followed by the story and the exploration video.
The practice video contained two arrows and three flickers or vice
versa, whereas the two experimental videos contained four arrows
and three flickers or vice versa. The number of arrows and flickers
in each video was counterbalanced across participants. Furthermore,
the cue order in each video was randomized to control for order and
learning effects.
After watching each video, participants were asked to stay within
the HMD and to answer a few questions on signs of simulator sickness to ensure they were able to continue with the experiment. No
participant reported any such signs. After all three videos, participants removed the HMD. On the desktop computer, they filled out
the two UES-SFs. The order of the two questionnaires was counterbalanced across participants to control for order effects. Thereafter,
participants completed the online recognition questionnaire. All of
its questions occurred in a random order to control for effects of
order and memory decay on recognition ability. Finally, the semistructured interview was conducted and participants were debriefed.
The study received ethical approval from the UCL Research Ethics
Committee (Project ID: 4547/012).
4
4.1

R ESULTS
Quantitative Data Treatment

The quantitative data was analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 25
and effect sizes were calculated and reported as per Cohen’s [12]
guidelines. As the time per degree that participants needed to reach
ROIs as well as the number of followed cues violated the t-test
assumption of normal distributions, two Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
tests were performed on the data. The data for ROI observation time
was analyzed with a paired-samples t-test, as all assumptions were
met. Engagement and memory data consisted of average scores and
could, thus, be treated as continuous [48]. They were analyzed via
paired-samples t-tests.
4.2

Time per Degree to Reach ROIs

A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test was conducted to explore the effect
of cue type on the time per degree that participants needed to reach
ROIs. It displayed no statistically significant differences between
the arrow (Md = .05) and flicker (Md = .03), z = -1.89, p = .06, with
a medium effect size (r = .27). See Fig. S3 for a boxplot.
A close inspection of the raw data and interviews suggested that
the flicker might have resulted in faster initial responses. A graph,
showing the mean eye movement toward ROIs after cue-onset, is
displayed in Fig. 4. It clearly demonstrates that the flicker created a
stronger initial response, which was not sustained. Therefore, the
average angular distance in the direction of ROIs that participants’
gaze travelled within the first 500 ms after cue-onset was compared
between the arrow and flicker post-hoc. The metric was inspired
by previous research, which suggested that reflexive movements
should be discernable from voluntary ones within the first 500 ms
[2, 38, 52]. As the data met its assumptions, a paired-samples t-test
was conducted and showed that the flicker encouraged users to travel
4.97-degrees visual angle farther, on average, within the specified
time frame (M = 10.99, SD = 5.06) compared to the arrow (M = 6.02,
SD = 3.29), t(23) = -3.65, p = .001. The eta squared statistic (η 2

Table 2: Results on User Engagement on the UES-SF.

Figure 4: Mean angular distance moved by mid-point between eyes
towards ROI following cue onset. To smooth the eye tracking data, a
one second rolling average is shown (zero padded before cue onset).
Table 1: Results from the three memory questions.
Memory
Question

Arrow
M(SD)

Flicker
M(SD)

Mean
Difference

Lower
CI

Upper
CI

Character
-specific
Behavior
-specific
Context
-specific

5.14
(.55)
5.26
(.74)
.50
(.25)

5.17
(.70)
5.22
(.75)
.55
(.28)

.03

-.33

.26

.05

-.20

2.96

.04

-.18

.10

= .37) revealed a large effect size and the 95% confidence interval
ranged from -7.79 to -2.16. See Fig. S4 for a boxplot.
4.3

Number of Followed Cues

81.25% of the cues were followed and a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
revealed no statistically significant differences between the number
of followed arrows (Md = 7.00) and flickers (Md =7.00), z = -.37, p
= .71, with a small effect size (r = .05).
4.4

ROI Observation Time

A paired-samples t-test was performed to compare the impact of
cue type on participants’ ROI observation time. No statistically
significant differences emerged between the arrow (M = 3.73, SD =
.76) and the flicker (M = 3.83, SD = .95), t(23) = .52, p = .61, Mean
diff. = .09, 95% CI from -.28 to .47, η 2 = .01 (small effect size).
4.5

Memory

Three paired-samples t-tests explored participants’ recognition of
ROI-related information when guided by the arrow compared to the
flicker. They revealed no statistically significant differences between
both cues for character-specific questions, t(23) = -.22, p = .83 (twotailed), η 2 = .00 (small effect size). No differences between the cues
also existed for behavior-specific questions, t(23) = .38, p = .71 (twotailed), η 2 = .01 (small effect size). Finally, no differences emerged
for context-specific questions, t(23) = -.61, p = .55 (two-tailed), η 2
= .00 (small effect size). See Table 1 for further information.
4.6

User Engagement

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare participants’ overall engagement with the arrow and the flicker. It showed no statistically significant differences between cues, t(24) = 1.62, p = .12
(two-tailed). However, the eta squared statistic revealed a moderate
effect size (η 2 = .10). Four further planned exploratory pairedsamples t-tests compared participants’ scores on the four sub-scales
of the UES-SF between the arrow and the flicker. The analyses

Engagement
Level

Arrow
M(SD)

Flicker
M(SD)

Mean
Difference

Lower
CI

Upper
CI

Overall
engagement
Attentional
focus
Perceived
usability
Aesthetic
appeal
Reward
value

3.51
(.64)
2.97
(.62)
3.85
(.67)
3.13
(1.03)
3.79
(.76)

3.29
(.68)
2.93
(.68)
3.58
(.75)
2.97
(.97)
3.41
(.92)

.23

-.06

.52

.04

-.27

.35

.26

-.07

.60

.16

-.38

.69

.38

.02

.74

demonstrated no significant differences between cues on the attentional focus scale, t(24) = .27, p = .79 (two-tailed), η 2 = .00 (small
effect size). No differences also emerged for the perceived usability
scale, t(24) = 1.64, p =.11 (two-tailed), η 2 = .10 (moderate effect
size). Furthermore, the cues did not differ on the aesthetic appeal
scale, t(24) = .61, p = .55 (two-tailed), η 2 = .02 (small effect size).
However, the arrow received significantly higher ratings than the
flicker on the reward scale, t(24) = 2.19, p = .04 (two-tailed). The
eta-squared statistic (η 2 = .17) emphasized this finding by revealing
quite a large effect size. See Table 2 for further information.
4.7

Semi-Structured Interviews

The study’s principal investigator first analyzed five randomly selected transcripts on their semantic content from which 41 codes
were generated from the bottom up, using inductive thematic analysis as outlined by [4]. Codes were categorized into six preliminary
themes and applied holistically across the remaining transcripts.
They were updated iteratively until the final code-book contained
27 codes and five themes. Thereafter, another researcher, who was
unfamiliar with the study and participants, independently reviewed
the themes/codes in respect to six randomly selected transcripts. He
agreed with all themes and 83.9% of codes. Disagreements were
resolved through discussion and the final code-book contained 24
codes (see table S1). The below sub-sections outline the emerged
themes, which are supported with interview quotes (see section 5.5
for an overview of key findings). 68% of participants preferred the
arrow whereas the remaining 32% preferred the flicker.
4.7.1

Attention Grabbing Differences Between Cues

In line with quantitative findings, the majority of participants reported that “with the arrow, [they] very much felt like [they] had to
think about what [they were] doing first whereas the flicker was very
much instinctive” (P25), as its location was easily discernible and
as it was often interpreted as a “danger signal” (P2). The flicker
may have also grabbed attention faster initially as many participants
were sensitive to flashing. Some even experienced adverse physical
reactions, such as “feeling almost a bit nauseous” (P18), which is
known as photophobia. Participant 24 compared “it to when the sun
is shining and it reflects on something (. . . ) how sometimes it hurts
your eyes”. However, substantial variation in participants’ responses
existed, as some individuals struggled to notice the flicker at all. P18
reported that she “always noticed the flicker after two seconds and
sometimes it just disappeared when [she] noticed it”. Many of these
participants also reported that the flicker “sometimes got a little bit
lost in the video and the messiness” (P22). They mentioned that
negative effects of visual crowding on noticing flickers were especially pronounced at larger eccentricities from the center of vision
on the horizontal axis. On one hand, this finding may suggest that
some participants had weak left-and right-sided vision. On the other
hand, participants could have experienced cognitive workload due

to being overwhelmed by the CVR setting, leading to more focused
vision. Furthermore, some participants felt that the flicker’s initial
superiority disappeared with practice as they got used to the arrow.
For instance, P20 mentioned that he did not get “used to the arrow
as quickly, because it was moving around and with [him] (. . . ) and
arrows usually don’t do that”.
4.7.2

Guidance Features of Cues

Individuals who did not demonstrate adverse physical reactions to
flickering reported “the flicker is something that you can sort of zone
out of and not pay attention to” (P25) whereas “it was almost as
if, because it is an arrow, it’s more of an important thing” (P26).
The arrow also guided attention more forcefully yet clearly due
to its pointy shape and “because it was literally in the [FOV’s]
center” (P23). In contrast, the flicker often appeared subtle, vague
and confusing, as it disappeared before users could focus on a ROI.
Indeed, P9 described how she felt “like the arrow makes you go
with it smoothly. The flicker is more like (. . . ) just a quick reaction,
so [she] felt a little bit disoriented”. Nevertheless,individuals who
preferred the flicker did not appreciate the arrow’s forceful guidance,
particularly its re-direction to ROIs, as “it seems like the arrow came
back more often (. . . ) and so (. . . ) [participants] felt a little bit
punished at times for looking away too quickly” (P20).
4.7.3

Exploration and Focus

Participants agreed that both cues “directed your attention to something that you probably would have missed otherwise” (P17) while
distracting users from the video occasionally. However, in contrast
to the flicker, the arrow encouraged participants to “look around
at the whole [360-degree] scene” (P10) more, as it “appeared to
have a wider range of directions” (P4) and as participants more
“slowly moved along with it” (P11). Thus, it incited “the curiosity to
explore more” (P16). Furthermore, most participants reported that
the arrow made them focus more on exact ROIs due to its pointed
shape whereas the flicker encouraged greater exploration of ROIs’
immediate surroundings, as it was circular and encouraged more
rapid/disorienting head-turns. For example, P4 reported that with
the arrow “it’s just that tip you see, so you know exactly what you’re
meant to be looking at and focusing on, whereas the flicker by nature
has a circular shape, so you don’t know where within the area to
focus” (P4). As this finding was not reflected in the quantitative
analysis, the arrow may have caused participants to overestimate
their focus on ROIs, making it appear as more rewarding.
4.7.4

who were “very used to follow instructions” (P5) liked the cues and
“whenever a cue popped up, [they] would look at that [ROI]” (P5).
In contrast, individuals who disliked instructions felt that “it would
be more rewarding to find something by accident rather than being
guided to it” (P18). They ignored cues or immediately returned to
their previous position in the scene, as “there were other things in
the video around [them] that were more interesting” (P8).

Importance of Context for Cue Success

Participants agreed that video genre influenced the effectiveness
and appropriateness of both cues. They agreed that the arrow was
particularly useful for search-based tasks, exploratory or educational
CVR-experiences due to its forceful and clear guidance, encouraging
ROI-focus and scene exploration. In contrast, the flicker seemed
more appropriate for entertaining or immersive experiences in which
cues should not distract from the storyline. P26 explained “if it
was like, an educational video, I would use an arrow, because
(. . . ) the attention would be more on the object, whereas if I was
trying to immerse someone in something (. . . ) like have them watch
VR-TV or a game or something like that, then I would use a flash,
because it’s a lot less: Here is something you NEED to look at”.
However, participants also agreed that neither of the cues is needed in
panoramic videos, which do not include scene changes/teleportation,
as they can negatively impact video enjoyment. For example, P8
“was confused what to look for [in the introduction video], because
[she had] already looked around” the scene without cue guidance
while P24 “felt slightly annoyed” with the cues in this context.
Moreover, many participants emphasized the importance of making cues optional, as their effectiveness often depended on features
of the user’s personality and expectation. Indecisive individuals

4.7.5

Memory of ROIs

In line with this study’s quantitative findings, the majority of participants suggested that “both (cues) definitely helped [them] remember
but only when [they were] interested in what [they were] pointed to”
(P5). Eight participants believed that “most of [their] memories were
from the arrow, because the arrow can lead you to a point and your
first impression is that point” (P7) and “because it was out of context”
(P10). Thus, the arrow encouraged some users to be more certain
of their ROI-related memory compared to the flicker. Additionally,
some participants implied that the “arrow helped [them] understand
and remember the whole story” (P15) as they explored more with it,
making the experience appear more worthwhile.
5

D ISCUSSION

This study investigated the effectiveness of a central cue (i.e. arrow)
compared to a peripheral cue (i.e. flicker) for guiding and focusing
attention in multi-ROI panoramic videos. It was the first in its field to
compare both cues in regard to users’ reaction and observation times,
ROI-related memory, engagement and overall user experience.
5.1

Time per Degree to Reach ROIs

Our first hypothesis was not entirely confirmed, as no statistically
significant differences emerged between the cues for the total time
that participants needed to reach ROIs. However, the flicker resulted
in significantly faster initial movements toward ROIs within the first
500 ms. Although, this finding suggests that the flicker encouraged
a more automatic attentional shift than the arrow, it did not appear
to induce a reflexive saccadic response, as participants covered, on
average, only 11 degrees visual angle within the time frame [5].
One explanation for the above findings could be that following flickers to out-of-view ROIs required voluntary attention even
though initial reactions were involuntary. Therefore, flickers could
be more effective than arrows for guiding attention to in-view ROIs.
Indeed, Brodal [6] suggested that voluntary attention and activation
of higher motor centers in the brain are required for postural control,
locomotion and adjusting gaze precision. Moreover, our participants
reported that they could ignore the flicker even though their initial
reaction was to look in its direction. As most ROIs appeared outside
of participants’ FOV, no statistically significant difference between
cues may have appeared overall.
Alternatively, the flicker may have encouraged reflexive saccades
only for some participants. Indeed, many individuals have weak
peripheral vision and objects become even less distinguishable at
greater eccentricities from the center and with increased visual
crowding [24], which has also been reported in the interviews. Another explanation could be that some participants may have been
overwhelmed by the immersive CVR experience and, thus, focused
their vision more on central objects in their FOV. Therefore, many
participants may have missed flickers or responded with delays to
which saccadic suppression (i.e. temporary blindness during eye
movement) may have further contributed.
A third explanation could be that participants became desensitized to the flicker with time [20, 33], which also explains why many
reported an ability to ignore it. Desensitization refers to decreased
sensitivity of eye receptor cells due to constant stimulation, which
can turn reflexive responses voluntary [41]. Subconsciously perceived flickering of the HMD display may have further increased
the likelihood of desensitization.

Finally, as this study used a noticeable peripheral cue in contrast
to subtler versions in previous research, for example [25, 26], it is
possible that the cue’s boldness encouraged more voluntary reactions,
reducing differences between cues in our analyses. Further research
should explore this prospect.
5.2

Followed Cues, Observation Time and Memory

The study’s second hypothesis was not met, as no significant differences existed between the number of followed arrows and flickers.
As suggested, it can be assumed that participants actively decided to
follow both cues equally due to voluntary attention components.
The arrow was also predicted to encourage longer observations of
ROIs due to inciting greater interest based on its elicited voluntary
attention compared to the flicker [35, 55]. Moreover, the arrow was
expected to increase memory due to engaging top-down processes
in contrast to the flicker, which would engage bottom-up processing
[31, 35]. However, no significant differences emerged between
cues for both measures. Indeed, most participants reported that
they remained at cued locations only if ROIs engaged their interest.
The finding appears to confirm that both cues may have engaged
voluntary attention.
5.3

User Engagement

Contrasting the fourth hypothesis, there were no statistically significant differences between cues regarding participants’ overall
engagement. However, the arrow was rated as more rewarding. Unfortunately, the UES-SF only asked a small number of questions,
which did not assess participants on the most crucial factors that
distinguished both cues according to the interviews (i.e. cue precision, accuracy, visibility and effects on well-being). Further research
could explore these features more.
5.4

Methodological Limitations and Further Work

This study has a number of limitations. First, as it only explored
participants’ responses to two multi-ROI videos and fourteen cues
in total, further larger-scale research is needed to assess the generalizability of its findings to a range of different video types, genres,
and ROIs [10]. In a similar vein, the findings’ generalizability to
HMDs with a larger FOV than FOVE-DK-0 could be explored, as
such HMDs might need fewer peripheral flickers to guide attention
to out-of-view ROIs (i.e. faster attention guidance). Second, a sampling bias existed, as only university students participated, who tend
to have medium to high socioeconomic status [69] and represent a
narrow age group at the peak of its cognitive abilities [28]. Third,
the study had slightly limited ecological validity, as the experimental
procedure and laboratory environment may have encouraged participants to pay more attention to the cues and videos compared to
at-home CVR-consumption [10]. Finally, the use of a fixed video
order prevented the researchers from investigating differences between the two experimental videos, as the internal validity of such
analyses would have been confounded by order and learning effects.
However, this was necessary to standardize the procedure. Indeed,
if questionnaires had been presented directly after each video while
counterbalancing the video order, participants could have been aware
of the study’s goal. They may have been encouraged to pay more
attention to cues and ROIs in the following video, which would
not accurately reflect how they would normally engage with the
experience (i.e. response bias). Equally, all questionnaires were
not presented after both videos were shown in a counterbalanced
order, as this approach would have resulted in longer intervals between the exploration video and recognition questionnaire for half of
the sample. Finally, further research should investigate cue-related
differences between videos and the potential impact of learning effects. It should also explore the cues’ impact on users’ sense of
presence, distraction and annoyance to give a fuller picture of the
user experience.

5.5

Design Implications

The study implies that existing theories of attention and memory
(outlined in sections 2.3-4) are not entirely applicable to CVR. Therefore, existing taxonomies for directing attention in CVR [66] may
need to be adjusted to inform the design of future methods. The
quantitative findings suggest that, on average, both cues are effective in guiding and focusing attention as well as encouraging users
to memorize ROI-related information. However, users preferred
the arrow, which appeared to be most suitable for educational or
exploration-based videos due to its forceful appearance. Some participants deemed the flicker more suitable for entertaining experiences
due to its playful nature although responses were highly dependent
on individual differences. While some participants found it difficult to spot flickers, others experienced extreme eye sensitivities
(including photophobia), which has not been reported in previous
research. Therefore, although filmmakers could advise users on
a particular cue based on video genre/type, consumers should be
warned about flicker side effects and be allowed to choose/change
cues. Participants also reported that they needed to learn how to use
the arrow first due to its unusual gaze attachment, which supports
findings from previous CVR-research [62]. Filmmakers thus need to
adjust for learning effects when using similar arrows, for example by
integrating playful introduction videos. Finally, videos containing
single ROIs, no movement as well as no scene changes may not
require cues and qualitative findings indicated that cues should be
used sparsely in general to increase the user’s agency and enjoyment.
6

C ONCLUSION

This study investigated the effectiveness of using central versus peripheral cues in multi-ROI panoramic videos. Participants’ gaze
travelled a greater distance toward ROIs within the first 500 ms
after flicker- compared to arrow-onsets. However, no significant
differences between cues emerged in regard to the total time taken
to reach and observe ROIs, memory and user engagement. Nevertheless, participants rated the arrow as more rewarding and revealed
a preference for it. The findings contradict previous theoretical assumptions and existing taxonomies. Indeed, our results imply that
peripheral cues may engage voluntary attention components due to
the large distances involved in panoramic videos. The study suggests that overall cue success depends on the user’s intentions and it
emphasizes the importance of making cues optional. Furthermore,
it implies that different cues may be more appropriate in different
video contexts. However, due to the narrow age group under investigation and the relatively small number of videos and cues/ROIs
in this study, its results should be interpreted with caution. Further
research is needed to explore different user populations with varying VR-expertise and strength of vision and to assess the findings’
generalizability to a broader range of panoramic videos and genres.
Finally, as this study’s flicker does not appear universally suitable
due to occasional photophobic side effects, its design may need to
be altered.
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